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Abstract: This manuscript provides a novel approach to reputational management as a driver of
entrepreneurial sustainability, using game theory to integrate three dimensions of reputation. First,
if the entrepreneur perceives reputation as a risk source, the analysis is framed as a prisoner’s dilemma
schema that is solved by protecting against reputational threats from entrepreneurial sustainability.
Second, if the entrepreneur perceives reputation as a competitive advantage, the analysis is framed
as an innovator’s dilemma that is solved by getting reputational opportunities from entrepreneurial
sustainability. Third, if reputation is perceived as a strategic asset, the analysis is framed as a
coordination game schema that results in the development of a reputational intelligence skill that
has the potential to become crucial for success in entrepreneurial sustainability. Consequently, this
manuscript provides an original multidisciplinary analysis of reputational management by relating
well-known theoretical results from game theory to organizational realities.

Keywords: entrepreneurial sustainability; game theory; reputation; reputational intelligence;
financial risk

1. Introduction

In recent years there has been a turn from plain law obedience to ethical principles because
of the increasing relevance of reputation and reputational risk [1]. In this regard, corporate social
responsibility and sustainability play a key role [2–4] and, in fact, previous research links sustainability
and environmental performance with corporate reputation [5,6], stating that a successful sustainable
performance leads to a strong and well-valued reputation [7]. However, academic literature establishes
that reputation is affected by a vast number of factors that influence its value, indicating that there
is a specific reputation-related risk (or reputational risk), either a downside or upside [8], that needs
to be effectively managed just like any other risk source [9,10]. In this sense, there is some evidence
indicating the key role of a sustainable attitude and its disclosure for an effective reputational risk
strategy [11–15].

Reputation and its associated risk have been addressed from different perspectives and
realities. Thus, there is a link between reputational effects and operational results in financial
institutions [16,17]. In addition, banks need to consider their clients’ expectations for successful
reputational management [18]. There are also some contributions from other fields analysing the
importance of reputational management for the insurance industry [19,20], airports, and educational
institutions [21,22], among others.
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The aim of this manuscript is to provide a novel approach to reputational management as a driver
of entrepreneurial sustainability [23,24], using game theory to integrate three dimensions of reputation.
In the first dimension, the entrepreneur can perceive reputation as a risk source. In this situation,
the entrepreneur enters into a prisoners’ dilemma framework, which has a unique solution when
the entrepreneur protects against the reputational threats driven by entrepreneurial sustainability.
A second dimension arises when the entrepreneur considers reputation to be a competitive advantage.
In this scenario, the entrepreneur enters into an innovator’s dilemma schema, which also has a unique
solution when the entrepreneur turns innovative ideas into reputational opportunities derived from
entrepreneurial sustainability. Finally, a new schema is proposed, based on the entrepreneur fully
thinking in reputational terms, with reputation perceived as a core value. This approach leads to a new
business philosophy that can be contextualized into a coordination game schema, where reputation
permeates every action or decision and, as a final outcome, the results are consistent with the theory
of multiple intelligences, allowing the development of a new skill that can be called reputational
intelligence. As a result, this manuscript provides an original multidisciplinary analysis of reputational
management by relating well-known theoretical results from game theory to organizational realities,
considering that an organization can adopt different identities when facing sustainability issues [25]
and favoring the appearance of new approaches [26] as well as the reconsideration of the traditional
ones [27]. This is done in order to rethink and advance the existing academic knowledge [28–30],
taking into account that there is no need for theories of organizations to be exact or general in order to
become helpful [31].

The rest of the manuscript is organized as follows. The second section analyzes reputation as a risk
source. The third section presents reputation as a competitive advantage. The fourth section describes
the concepts of reputational thinking and reputational intelligence. The fifth section integrates the
three dimensions of reputation. Finally, the sixth section offers conclusions.

2. Reputation as a Risk Source

Due to recent corporate scandals [17], individuals usually perceive reputation as a risk source
and, as a consequence, reputational risk management has become an urgent issue for managers and
directors in organizations of all kinds [32–35]. Anything that could affect the organizational reputation,
the image or the brand is a potential source of reputational risk [9,10], but its management is frequently
insufficient or inexistent in numerous organizations [36]. In fact, inadequate management of any
risk can lead to reputational damage [37], because reputational risk shows how wide, important and
imprecise the risks that may affect an organization can be [38]. This reputational damage can manifest
in several different ways. Reduction of present customers and limited access to future customers [39] as
well as lost advantages in terms of costs [40] are consequences of reputational damage that can lead the
organization to a difficult process of organizational reputation reconstruction [41], even jeopardizing
the organization’s survival [42].

In order to prevent these costly penalties, the academic literature reports that risk assessment
frameworks and registers are key elements in any risk management processes [43]. Additionally,
other authors cite mitigation actions [44], establishing metrics [45] and different audit and control
procedures [46,47] as crucial resources in reputational risk management. Also, the role of sustainability
and corporate social responsibility has been addressed, providing heterogeneous conclusions. Thus,
some evidence suggests that investing in sustainability and corporate social responsibility increases the
value of the organization through intangibles as brand or reputation [48–50]. However, there is another
trend of research stating that observing social and environmental issues may destroy organizational
reputation, because society can interpret this behavior as the mechanism that managers use to improve
their own image, obtain personal benefits or promote their professional careers, sacrificing the value of
the organization [51,52].

This lack of consensus supports the existence of a dilemma that fits into the methodological
framework offered by the prisoner’s dilemma analysis, which is one of the best-known applications
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of game theory [53]. In fact, previous research has already adopted this approach for analyzing
different aspects relating to reputation, sustainability and corporate social responsibility. In particular,
organizations face a prisoner’s dilemma type problem when they are dealing with ethical issues [54].
In fact, an immediate application of the prisoner’s dilemma consists in presenting the prisoners as
two organizations with different attitudes towards sustainability and social responsibility [55,56]. In
a more formal schema, Klempner [57] makes a justification for sustainability and corporate social
responsibility from a philosophical standpoint using the prisoner’s dilemma as an explanation. In turn,
Sacconi [58,59] describes a contractual vision of sustainability and corporate social responsibility based
on the prisoner’s dilemma, as an addition to the model of corporate governance of the organization, and
argues that a solution to the dilemma can be achieved through cooperation with a mutually beneficial
result. As an extension of these analyses, it is argued that when the entrepreneur perceives reputation
as a risk source, the subsequent behavior can be framed as a prisoner’s dilemma schema. Thus, if
the agents relating to the entrepreneur (namely, the stakeholders) are concerned with entrepreneurial
sustainability and they observe that the entrepreneur does not defend the company against related
reputational threats, when reputational damage arises they may decide to leave the entrepreneur.
If an entrepreneur is concerned with entrepreneurial sustainability and decides to protect against
reputational threats but the stakeholders do not reward this attitude, the entrepreneur may turn their
sights towards more concerned stakeholders. If neither the entrepreneur nor the stakeholders are
concerned with entrepreneurial sustainability, equilibrium arises as a non-cooperative solution of the
dilemma with exposure to reputational threats. If both the entrepreneur and the stakeholders are
concerned with entrepreneurial sustainability, a new solution for the dilemma arises as a cooperative
outcome, with better aggregated results than the previous equilibrium insofar as there is protection
against reputational threats. The different outputs of the prisoner’s dilemma are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Outputs of the prisoner’s dilemma.

Unconcerned Entrepreneur Concerned Entrepreneur

Unconcerned stakeholders Exposure to reputational threats Entrepreneur looks for concerned stakeholders

Concerned stakeholders Stakeholders leave entrepreneur Protection against reputational threats

Considering that reputation is continuously exposed to risk with every decision, this process
becomes an iterated prisoner’s dilemma with an indeterminate number of repetitions. In this context,
a non-collaborative strategy tends to perform worse in the long term, while the collaborative strategy
has better results and cooperation produces an equilibrium outcome [60,61]. As a consequence, if the
entrepreneur considers reputation as a risk source, the iterated prisoner’s dilemma framework leads to
the need for a reputational risk management strategy and, ultimately, for the entrepreneur to protect
itself against reputational threats derived from entrepreneurial sustainability.

3. Reputation as a Competitive Advantage

According to the shared value schema, sustainability efforts promoted through corporate social
responsibility could be considered a competitive advantage, given that the organization and its
environment are symbiotic and mutually dependent. That is to say that environmental and social
concerns are far from being a boundary for organizational performance, and they are in fact a great
opportunity for business growth and development, which would create economic value through the
link between social value and stakeholders’ objectives [62]. The shared value scenario becomes the
ideal framework to foster the exploration of new innovation paths [63], thus supporting the appearance
of unexpected improvements and progress that can result in disruptive innovations. Nevertheless,
the disruptive effect may not come straightforwardly, which leads to the innovator’s dilemma [64].
The solution to the innovator’s dilemma arises when the organization creates its own disruptive
innovations, by transforming innovative ideas into successful outcomes [65], which may even result in
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catalytic innovations with positive social repercussions [66]. In this sense, and considering the already
established connection between sustainability and reputation, it is argued that when the entrepreneur
considers reputation as a competitive advantage, it can work as a disruptive innovation. Thus, in the
first stages of the development of this competitive advantage, stakeholders may ignore or perceive it
inadequately, so it may underperform in the short term. However, if this reality is not assumed in due
time, when the practice spreads through the market the entrepreneur will hold a worse competitive
position in the long term, with few chances to react and severe difficulties to recover from the suffered
damage. Consequently, here is the source of the innovator’s dilemma. As a solution for the dilemma,
the entrepreneur should drive the change in search of undiscovered reputational opportunities related
to entrepreneurial sustainability, by actively managing relations with a growing set of stakeholders
and fulfilling their demands satisfactorily [67]. As a matter of fact, the consonance between these
stakeholders’ expectations and the way that the entrepreneur presents and discloses the performance is
crucially related to reputation [68,69], and previous researchers cite cooperation with the environment
as a critical aspect to successfully build public trust and a solid reputation [70–72]. Other authors also
mention the influence of environmental, social and governance factors on reputation [73–76], with
communication playing a key role in order to achieve the competitive advantage related to public
trust, community confidence and social approval [77]. Actually, this challenge should become a key
concern for directors [78] given its usefulness during crisis management [79]. The different outputs of
the innovator’s dilemma are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Outputs of the innovator’s dilemma.

Reactive Entrepreneur Proactive Entrepreneur

Stakeholders not perceiving
advantange (short term) Overperformance Underperformance

Stakeholders perceiving
advantage (long term) Worse competitive position Competitive advantage

To sum up, entrepreneurs conceiving reputation as a competitive advantage must actively manage
relations with the stakeholders in order to find innovative reputational opportunities related to
entrepreneurial sustainability in proper time, to avoid falling into a worse competitive position.
Therefore, perceiving reputation as a competitive advantage becomes a disruptive or even catalytic
innovation. This situation leads the entrepreneur to an innovator’s dilemma framework, which
has only one solution when the entrepreneur uses innovative ideas to discover new reputational
opportunities derived from entrepreneurial sustainability.

4. Reputational Thinking as the Micro-Foundation of Reputational Intelligence

Academic literature recognizes reputation as a strategic value driver for the organization [80],
with persistent capabilities as a result of being a long-term concept beyond the short-term idea of
public relations [81]. In order to develop this value creation potential, some crucial elements are
organizational citizenship [82], environmental management [83] and a sort of ethical cleverness when
making decisions [84]. These considerations allow proposing a new approach consisting in the
entrepreneur and the stakeholders starting to think in reputational terms, considering reputation
as a core value. That is, the entrepreneur and the stakeholders have to evaluate any action or
decision according to the reputational risk that it entails and the potential reputational benefit that it
could incorporate.

Consequently, it is necessary to alter the decision process undertaken by all the agents in the
entrepreneur-stakeholders net, in order to incorporate this new capability. This reputational thinking
premise implies introducing a deep change that may go through several phases of maturity until
the different agents internalize it effectively and it results in successful outcomes. At first, the main
obstacles may be the usual reluctance to change and cognitive dissonance [85–87]. Thus, a certain
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agent may not act under this reputational thinking premise despite being aware of its potential benefits.
Hence, the conflict that may exist between an attitude and a belief, which is the seed for the cognitive
dissonance, can trigger two different reactions. The first one relies on a constructive attitude and
involves the agent identifying the origin of the conflict and making changes in order to abandon
dissonance and to reach consonance adopting active reputational thinking from that moment on [88].
The second reaction relies on rejection: the agent looks for an extensive variety of reasons that justify the
non-reputational thinking attitude which reinforce this behavior. Under these circumstances, there is a
tendency to identify the facts and information that support the self-justification, ignoring or minimizing
of the information that refutes the behavior [89,90]. In this second situation, rewarding reputational
thinking and creating the adequate environmental conditions for the entrepreneur-stakeholders net
may result in a different emotional outcome that influences not only the responses [91–93] but also
the transmission of those responses [94–96]. In any case, acquiring this desired attitudinal change can
be achieved through internal attitudes or external actions. Moreover, this new attitude is prone to
novel learning experiences. Now, the focus turns towards training processes in order to exercise and
improve this incipient reputational thinking, applying it to daily situations. This stage becomes critical
because, according to existing research in the field of neuroplasticity, the learning absorption ability is
always present throughout the individual’s lifetime [97,98] and induces persistent changes in areas
of the brain that are directly related to the trained ability, as a reaction to environmental needs [99].
There is empirical evidence of the role of social influences in this process [100,101], with observable
results even in the short term [102]. Thus, even the most reluctant agent to change has the ability
to change under the right environmental conditions. Once the learning process starts, the mirror
neuron mechanism plays a key role. If one agent can reflect the compromise with the reputational
thinking premise held by another one and feel it as if it was its own feeling, this propitiates the
creation of a connection between them, [103–105], taking into account that success depends on the
ability to understand how the other one feels towards the new scenario [106–108]. At last, the mirror
neuron framework turns that connection into imitation, allowing the transmission of knowledge
and values [109,110] and opening the road to sharing and improving reputational thinking. In this
sense, leaders may play a key role [111,112]. At this point, dialogue and collaboration become
crucial, and social neuroscience provides explanatory clues on understanding the enrichment effects
of these social interactions [113,114]. In fact, the literature points out the concept of cooperative
construction of mutual thinking [115], and even some empirical research proves its connection with
organizational legitimacy and reputation [116] through the contagion of individual thinking [117].
Consequently, social cooperation becomes a requirement in order to polish reputational thinking, and
this collaborative process in its maximum degree leads to a reciprocal altruism framework [118–122].
As a result, reputational thinking has a successful evolutionary outcome, with generalized welfare in
the long term, as shown in Figure 1.
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In fact, the analysis can be framed as a weak-link coordination game schema, where the
entrepreneur and the stakeholders decide the effort put into exercising this reputational thinking
premise [123,124]. At its maximum, and once all the agents inside the entrepreneur-stakeholders net
exercise reputational thinking actively, it permeates every action and decision, and the coordination
games acquire the best equilibrium outcome, pointing to the need for a coordinated reputational
thinking in order to succeed. At this stage, reputation perception goes beyond a risk source or a
competitive advantage and becomes a core value that guides behavior. Reputation becomes the center
of the entrepreneur’s mission, so that building and maintaining a healthy reputation should be the
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main concern of the entrepreneur. Therefore, reputational thinking becomes the micro-foundation
of a new business philosophy that certain sets of stakeholders may find valuable and creates the
potential to develop and merge abilities in order to deal with the rapidly changing environment.
This description fits well with the definition of intelligence given in the context of the theory of
multiple intelligences [125,126], so the result of this new approach is the development of a novel
modality of intelligence, called reputational intelligence, which has the potential to become a key
for succeeding in entrepreneurial sustainability, as happens with other types of intelligences, like
emotional intelligence [127,128], social intelligence [127,129], ecological intelligence [130,131], cultural
intelligence [132,133] or competitive intelligence [134,135]. The different outputs of the coordination
game are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3. Outputs of the coordination game.

Entrepreneur Deploying
Minimum Effort

Entrepreneur Deploying
Maximium Effort

Stakeholders deploying
miminum effort Reputation lacks strategic value Entrepreneur thinking

reputationally

Stakeholders deploying
maximum effort

Stakeholders thinking
reputationally Reputational intelligence

5. Integration of the Three Dimensions of Reputation

Reputation is a dynamic concept directly related to sustainability and corporate social
responsibility, which has become the main topic of a prolific field of research with a vast number of
theories. Consequently, there is a need to unite all these methodological approaches [136] in order to
search for a theoretical fusion [137] that would facilitate the development of new methods based on the
existing ones [138]. Similarly, integration of the three proposed dimensions of reputation perception
is a possibility, given that they can appear incrementally, with each dimension as an evolutionary
outcome of the previous one, as shown in Figure 2.
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In this scenario, the entrepreneur can start by perceiving reputation as a risk source, leading
the entrepreneur to look for the protection against reputational threats derived from entrepreneurial
sustainability. Once the entrepreneur conquers this objective, it is time to jump to the next step, so
the entrepreneur starts to perceive reputation as a competitive advantage, so that the entrepreneur is
encouraged to search for reputational opportunities derived from entrepreneurial sustainability. Next,
the entrepreneur can adopt a new perspective and start to think in reputational terms by perceiving
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reputation as a core value. Consequently, the entrepreneur can reach the last stage by putting reputation
in the center of the entrepreneur’s mission, developing the new skill of reputational intelligence in
searching for the new abilities required for succeeding in the entrepreneurial sustainability scenario.
Therefore, reputational intelligence becomes the equilibrium outcome of this sequence and reflects how
the perception of reputation has evolved from a constricted initial idea to a broad complex framework,
determining the entrepreneur’s behavior at each stage as an analogy of what has also happened with
sustainability and corporate social responsibility [139]. That is to say that the perception of reputation
has an evolutionary nature and, as a consequence, its management becomes a key dynamic capability
for the challenging objective of succeeding in the entrepreneurial sustainability scenario, as shown
in Figure 3.
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6. Conclusions

Reputation is the core of a management area that is especially prone to adopting different
approaches, supporting the appearance of novel schemas and revising existing ones. In this sense,
this manuscript provides a novel approach to reputational management as a driver of entrepreneurial
sustainability using game theory to integrate three dimensions of reputation. First, the entrepreneur
can recognize reputation as a risk source and, therefore, the entrepreneur moves to a prisoners’
dilemma framework that has a single solution when defending against the reputational threats
related to entrepreneurial sustainability. A second dimension relies on perceiving reputation as a
competitive advantage. Consequently, the entrepreneur enters into an innovator’s dilemma schema
that also has a unique solution when turning pioneering ideas into reputational opportunities derived
from entrepreneurial sustainability. Ultimately, a new schema is proposed, based on reputation
being perceived as a core value that guides the entrepreneur’s thinking in reputational terms
into a coordination game schema. The development of this reputational thinking becomes the
micro-foundation of a new business philosophy, with reputation affecting every action and decision.
As a final result, the outcome fits well into the theory of multiple intelligences, leading to the appearance
of a new ability called reputational intelligence, which allows the entrepreneur’s resources to be used
in a more effective manner to succeed in the entrepreneurial sustainability scenario. Finally, the three
dimensions do not need to be analyzed separately; in fact, they can appear as three stages of an
evolutionary process ending in reputational intelligence as the equilibrium outcome. In sum, this
manuscript provides an original multidisciplinary analysis of reputational management by relating
well-known theoretical results from game theory to organizational realities.
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